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The students’ view
A taste of the 32nd UKSG Conference compiled directly from reports by students David Brown
(University of Sheffield), Maud Conry (Aberystwyth University), Chloe Furnival (University of
Sheffield), Laura Marulanda-Carter (Loughborough University), Diana Restrepo (University College
London) and Laura Woods (City University)

The Devonshire sun shone this
year on (L to R) students Laura
Woods and David Brown; UKSG’s
Graham Stone and newly-elected
Education Officer, Kate Price;
students Maud Conry, Chloe
Furnival, Diana Restrepo and
Laura Marulanda-Carter

Introduction
Having never attended a conference before, and
having only worked in serials for a few months,
I had no idea what to expect from the conference.
I’d heard plenty of positive things about it from
colleagues at City University (where I work as well
as studying) and from fellow librarians I have been
talking to through social networking services such
as Twitter. I was really looking forward to hearing
from people within the industry, as well as getting
the opportunity to talk to publishers and vendors
at the exhibition. I certainly wasn’t disappointed –
I made a lot of good contacts throughout the
conference and learnt plenty about the industry by
hearing from people involved in all aspects of
serials publishing and access. [Laura Woods]
I arrived to Torquay with great expectations,
firstly because I was one of the six students selected,
and secondly, because the detailed programme
that I received provided me a good overview about
the topics to be presented and discussed. I consider
important to mention my particular circumstances.
I am a Latin-American student at UCL, thanks to a
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grant from my institution in Colombia. In my
country and in the region, to attend a Conference
like this is rare. For that reason, I am grateful
because I had the chance to compare the situations
and to conclude that the information gap between
developed and developing countries instead of
reducing, it is increasing. The main reason is because
the access to a wider range of publications is
limited by the technological and economic resources
available. [Diana Restrepo]

Plenary sessions
Plenary sessions – Day 1
I sat in the main theatre of the Riviera International
Conference Centre on the first morning of the
conference with a huge sense of the vitality and
power of information, listening to Paul Harwood,
outgoing Chairman of UKSG, welcoming the different groups including the student attendees and
the exhibitors. [Maud Conry]
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I enjoyed the many articulate speakers
throughout the conference. The opening Plenary
Session speaker was Jan Velterop on ‘Beyond Open
Access’ and the need to develop new ways, not
currently captured by scholarly method, to utilize
to maximum effect the huge seas of information
that are ever becoming available. To this effect the
use of the water analogy and the underutilization
of water as a resource until rafts and boats were
invented for navigation and travel, and seas became
vital transportation routes, no longer viewed as
impediments, was very pertinent. Similarly, in going
forward new ways are needed to maximize
usefulness of information and extract knowledge
from information – this is part of the work of the
Concept Web Alliance. [Maud Conry]
(An article based on Jan Velterop’s presentation is
published in this issue)
Sir Tim O’Shea outlined some of the key
technological changes affecting the learning and
research world. In particular he highlighted
evolutions in student learning techniques, such as
the growth of group work and integration of ICT,
as well as changes to the research process. These
include an increasing need for computational
facilities to cope with vast amounts of research
data, an issue also prioritized in the second group
of breakout sessions. [David Brown] The theme of
technology in changing learning and research was
presented by O’Shea. As a current student I would
have assumed that I am aware of the variety of
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methods for research; however, O’Shea outlined
new modes of technology and learning, searching
and knowledge curation, which were all new
even to me. As well as some great new services on
offer to the research community, including the use
of speckled computing in bridging the virtual and
real world, the presentation was extremely innovating and highly relevant to researchers. [Laura
Marulanda-Carter]
Joseph Janes delivered the final speech of this
session, offering a fantastic take on the disorientation of the emerging scholarly communication
system; we may well be entering familiar territory,
but the signposts lead somewhere entirely
unknown! I particularly identified with many of
the issues in Joseph’s presentation, most notably
the fact that information is often taken for granted
outside our profession. I feel Joseph’s session did
wonders in highlighting this information need and
in looking forward to future research systems.
[David Brown] When the final presenter came to
close the first plenary session with no PowerPoint
and a chocolate bar in his hand, you knew the
presentation would be super fantastic or it would
be like watching prey eaten by the hungry lion;
thankfully, Joseph Janes was an absolute genius.
Janes gave one of the best presentations of the
conference, highlighting the dramatic scholarship
jump in the changing information world. The presentation revolved around a fantastic adventure,
which can only be described as a trailer for ‘An
American not in Paris, but in Torquay’ production.
[Laura Marulanda-Carter]

Joseph Janes held the audience
(+ chocolate) in his hands
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In the afternoon the plenary session was about
the foreseeing future in journal’s publishing
industry. It started with a really challenging talk
for me, and my listening and note-taking skills
were tested because he covered many topics
during his presentation. Dr Ahmed Hindawi from
Hindawi Publishing Corporation talked about
2020: A Publishing Odyssey. He started presenting
the changes that are facing the three different types
of publishing: traditional media industries, book
publishers and music industry. Then he focused on
the changes that he envisages will affect the
scholarly journal publishing. They are: open access
vs. toll access business models; journal as a brand
on author side, and journal as a brand on the
reader/librarian side. After his analysis of these
aspects he presented the five possible futures for
scholarly publishing; the last one about the open
access journal commoditization appears as the
most desirable. Unfortunately his presentation
speed was fast and some elements were not clear
for me, but the possibility to read the slides
published on UKSG web page solved this problem.
Now I considered that his predictions are well
based in the complexity of the current information
landscape. [Diana Restrepo]
(An article based on Ahmed Hindawi’s presentation is
published in this issue)
What a contrast then, to hear Derk Haank of
Springer Science and Business Media asserting, in
the afternoon’s plenary session, that nothing much
will change over the next 10 years, as all the radical
changes have already occurred: the rest will just
amount to cosmetic adjustments to the basic,
already-revolutionized model of electronic publishing. Even OA, in his opinion, will continue to
co-exist, perhaps even on the margins, with the
traditional publishing business model. His key
message was ‘evolution, not revolution’. But
before him, Ahmed Hindawi had delineated five
possible scenarios for near-future scholarly publishing, and stressed how the present scenario,
characterized by tensions between publishers and
librarians locked into big deals, is unsustainable in
the current economic climate. A probable scenario
is that of the increased commoditization of journals
and the loss of their brand force, in which consumers perceive little difference of value between
titles. This is a scenario that publishers will dread,
affirmed Hindawi, but since it is probable, publishers
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should seek to be more ‘humble and objective’, a
message which had quite a zen sort of ring to it.
[Chloe Furnival]

Plenary sessions – Day 2
The second day of the conference started with a
presentation from Lorraine Estelle, of the interim
findings from the JISC national e-books survey.
The study aimed to discover how e-books were
being used, and whether there was any foundation
for the publishers’ fears that providing e-books
free at the point of use would damage print sales.
Estelle presented a number of interesting findings;
including that the peak use of e-books was outside
of library opening hours, indicating a need for
24/7 access; that the peaks in use across the
academic year coincided with exam periods and
coursework deadlines, indicating that students
may use e-books when the hard copies are all
checked out; and that the usage logs showed ‘nonlinear’ reading patterns, i.e. the users dipped in
and out of the books, rather than reading them
cover to cover or in long sittings. The study also
showed no impact on the borrowing or sales figures
of the titles in the study. This was a fascinating
presentation: I have never used e-books personally,
but have heard many dire warnings recently that
the end of the print book is nigh. This prediction
appears to be unfounded – the study showed that
the students used the e-books to complement use
of the print textbooks, not as a substitute. [Laura
Woods]
(An article based on Lorraine Estelle’s presentation is
published in this issue)
Both Estelle and the second speaker, Warren
Holder, identified MARC records for e-books as
one of the biggest bottlenecks in their take-up on
the library side of e-book collections, so in some
senses, the promotion of this resource amongst the
academic community will depend greatly on their
increased ‘visibility’ (MARC-eting) in library
OPACs to make them more easily discoverable. In
recounting some of the results of the University of
Toronto e-book study, Holder mentioned that
librarians had been quite resistant to e-books, that
students tend to print off pages to be able to read
offline and that the top 10 e-books used were
reference books of which there were no print
versions available in the library. [Chloe Furnival]
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Librarians have a critical role to play in this
process, supporting institutions to become lean
research organizations. [David Brown]
(An article based on Jay Katzen’s presentation is
published in this issue)

The session finished with a talk from Jill Jones
(pictured above), on ‘assessing the impact of
e-books on the Higher Education sector’. In contrast
to the two previous sessions, Jones was talking
from the publishers’ perspective. She discussed
the evolution of the textbook/e-book: starting from
the basic, text-heavy textbook of the 1970s, to the
gradual introduction of multimedia and tailored
content through the 80s, 90s and into the 21st
century, to the e-book reconstructed around
student and lecturer expectations. She also spent
some time discussing the business models for
e-books. The current model, based on print
textbooks, has the advantages of being established
and reliable, and responding to a proven need; but
has high costs and is vulnerable to lost income
through used books sales, etc. The new model,
based on e-access, is unproved, the costing model
has not yet been worked out, and the supply chain
is unclear; but the costs could potentially be lower,
and there would be no lost income from book sales
and returns. Jones concluded that more research is
needed about how formal and informal learning
methods interplay, and the impact of e-access on
students learning. [Laura Woods]
The theme of the fourth plenary session, held
on Tuesday afternoon, was the need to measure
research excellence and value for money. Jay
Katzen began with an evaluation of the current
research climate, calling for an optimization of
processes in an environment of leaner research. He
also identified the increasingly interdisciplinary
nature of research, necessitating a deeper consideration of researcher workflows and competencies.

Next, Ian Rowlands from CIBER @ University
College London presented some preliminary
results of the research ‘Journal spend, use and
research outcomes: a UK perspective on value for
money’. The study found that 96.1% of journal
titles are now online and discovered an intense
activity across all subjects in sessions and page
views. He presented charts with data about
researchers’ information-seeking behaviour, the
relationships between researchers’ behaviours and
usage, and institutional expenditure on e-journals;
and the correlation between researchers’ behaviours
and research productivity. The results show the
following panorama: the rise of e-journal provision,
the growth in article downloads, a massive expansion of choice, and an intense activity across all
subjects. Google is the most popular tool for search,
but the most successful research institutions tend
to use gateways more often, and this is reflected in
shorter sessions on the publishers’ platforms. The
study shows there exists a high correlation between
electronic serials expenditure and downloads,
whether usage is closely related to levels of expenditure. He concludes that it seems to be possible to
link e-journal consumption and research outcomes
because the figures show tentatively that superusers are also super-producers. [Diana Restrepo]

Plenary sessions – Day 3
The penultimate plenary session focused on the
future of purchasing models and consortia after
the big deal, with examination of current purchasing trends and possible alternative solutions.
The first talk was given by Jill Taylor-Roe, who
identified a common theme of change and education
in library purchasing. She suggested that although
big deals had been maintained in 2009, they will
not be immune to the economic factors forcing
savings from 2010. Institutions are now hoping to
make e-only options affordable and exclude
unwanted content from packages, necessitating
changes and adding flexibility to current deals.
[David Brown]
(An article based on Jill Taylor-Roe’s presentation is
published in this issue)
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Another viewpoint about big deal and business
models was presented by Hugh Look from
Rightscom Ltd. He started enumerating the
pressures that libraries and publishers have today.
He enhanced the impact that the economic crisis
(national and international context) has in scholarly
communication. Currently are two business models
pulling in two different directions: consortium and
big deals. Both are under the threats of the
economic situation and changes in research and
education. He presented the five possible scenarios
to face the threats: fight (try to stop the situation),
flight (give in, exit the sector, close), face-off (ignore
the problems), fix (make it more attractive for
people, stick with the existent model with enhanced
products), follow (stay in, accept that alternatives
are needed) and faff (make small changes without
a real strategy, hope it will get better). He considers
that the only real solution for both business models
is fix and follow, or a combination of them. In both
cases the model should be revised. The pricing
model should be changed and the functions should
be redistributed, letting the academy do more.
A value in a networked world imply to work in
the periphery (closest to the users with special
expertise), in the core (shared infrastructure and
expertise) but not in the middle (distribution). The
alternative models are: advertising and sponsorship to guarantee publisher’s profits and a low
price; usage pricing; and cheap subscriptions with
usage capabilities. The reality is a transition; a
common problem is the cost. All the business models
can be work, but they can be managed by systemwide to work for both sides: libraries and publishers. [Diana Restrepo]
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This plenary session closed with Katherine Perry
from VIVA, outlining the history, profile and
development of academic library consortia, mainly
from a US perspective. She presented detailed
results from a survey carried out with ICOLC
members, in which ‘licensing renegotiation’ and
‘budget management’ (alongside ‘nextGen catalogs’)
featured overwhelmingly as the ‘very important’
issues for the majority of consortia members who
responded to the survey, whereas such issues a
year ago had been barely mentioned. [Chloe
Furnival] Most interesting from the presentation by
Katherine Perry on ‘Where are library consortia
going?’, was the moving concept of licensing and
negotiation as part of the library’s role; this tied
very closely into a module that I am completing at
the moment where my assignment is to re-do a
licence and fictionally negotiate and strategize. I
had thought that these types of modules were
more for the legal field, however it was extremely
interesting to find out that these skills are even
more important for the future in librarianship. In
turn other skills including digital initiatives and
budget management are core for the future, and
I am pleased that from a student perspective, the
curriculum allows us to learn these skills earlier in
our professional careers and gain even a little
insight into the role. [Laura Marulanda-Carter]
(An article based on Katherine Perry’s presentation is
published in this issue)

Audience participation
(question time not karaoke)
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Slawomir Górniak from the European Network
and Information Security Agency (ENISA) gave a
rather pessimistic start to the final plenary session,
discussing ‘Security at the digital cocktail party –
social networking meets IAM’. He began with a list
of the benefits of social networking sites – users
can define their own profiles, choose who to
interact with and make connections. It has benefits
within business, allowing companies to build their
brand and interact with their customer base; and
can also benefit society as a whole: ‘social capital’
has been shown to reduce crime. However, there
can be many drawbacks to maintaining a presence
on social networking sites: users are frequently
unaware of how many people can actually view
their profile; any compromising information introduced to the network will remain there for anyone
to see; and users are not fully in control of what
information is out there – other people can upload
information about you, sometimes without your
knowledge. Górniak recommended that companies
introduce policies to regulate how their employees
use social networking sites, what information is
allowed out there, and which privacy settings
should be used. He also recommended user
education as a way to combat the negative effects
of social networking. While I think he made some
good points, I couldn’t help but feel that he was
preaching to the converted. I don’t think that many
people actually believe their data is secure online,
and I certainly don’t think many information
professionals are likely to be unaware of these
issues. [Laura Woods]
This was complemented by the final speech of
the conference delivered by Charles Leadbeater,
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(pictured above) who explored the changes to media
businesses brought about by social networking
and other interactive platforms. He suggested that
people are now able to enjoy, talk and do more
with media and entertainment, which has seen
a shift in the types and successes of media
organizations. This presentation was a particularly
rousing way to draw the conference to a close,
proposing both new difficulties and opportunities
for publishing and broadcasting. On a final note,
he heralded the Internet as a galvanising force to
allow co-operation, charting a clear way through
emerging problems. [David Brown]
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Breakout sessions
The plenary sessions were interspersed with
various breakout sessions, running with small
groups concurrently over the three days. Sessions
were offered across various sectors and issues,
making a very difficult choice prior to the conference. In hindsight I am very pleased with the
sessions I attended, as each reflected one of the
larger themes of the conference in a more relaxed
and informal setting. This was especially useful in
opening a dialogue between the speaker and his
or her audience. I certainly felt much more
comfortable raising questions in smaller groups,
which gave me a greater opportunity to enrich my
conference experience. [David Brown]

Breakout 3
This was a fantastic opportunity for both publishers
and librarians to bridge the divide within a
discussion forum. The first part of the presentation
outlined the different needs and wants of both
publishers and librarians. This was followed by an
informal discussion raising issues such as the vast
variety of business models, upcoming budget
allocations and their implications and also subscription allocation in the spiralling economic downturn.
Several representatives from a variety of large publishers took part in the discussion and I am sure from
the librarians’ perspective they got a hint of the
future discussions they will be having with their
licences and publications. I was pleased that the
publishers presented themselves in an open way, in
particular taking the opportunity to ask librarians
to talk to them before cancelling, so they can come
to some arrangement in the economic downturn.
Whilst I don’t represent a library in itself, I was very
impressed that some of the antagonism between
libraries, agents and publishers was being mediated;
it was fantastic. [Laura Marulanda-Carter]

Breakout 6
The breakout sessions I attended, though not my
first or second choice, were very informative providing an opportunity to hear discussions between
professionals. The session on CrossCheck was hugely
beneficial in its highlighting of the hugely damaging
potential impact of academic and scholarly
plagiarism on professional career and academic
reputation. CrossCheck is a database started by
CrossRef which helps its members prevent scholarly
and professional plagiarism. [Maud Conry]
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Richard Gedye leading a popular breakout session on UKSG’s
latest projects

Prizewinner Claire Duddy accepting her ‘new toy’ from UKSG
Chair,Tony Kidd.The rest of her prize was to present and write
up a breakout session – see it in this issue!
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Breakout 8
With youngish children and being very mindful of
making attempts to preserve the environment,
I found Michael Leuschner’s talk on ‘How green
can our value chain become?’ current and very
relevant. The impact from print to electronic can
make such a difference to the energy efficiency of
communication technology and help us become
greener. [Maud Conry]

Breakout 12
Helle Lauridsen (pictured above) co-presented a breakout
session with Graham Stone, which has been written up as an
article for this issue, along with Sarah Thompson and Steve
Sharp’s session on e-books

Breakout 7
The first session that I attended was about
microlicensing. Thanks to the clear explanation
that Mark Bide from Rightscom Ltd made about
the topic, it was easier to process it. He explained
how exist a number of initiatives to encourage
greater copyright compliance for the use and reuse
of resources on the network. The issues that can
improve this situation are the use of standards and
publications licences. He resumed the worldwide
history of standards for permission communication, tracing it from 1980 to present. He made a
detailed explanation of the main initiatives and
how they work. They are Creative Commons, CC+,
Plus Coalition, ACAP, and EDItEUR’s (ONIX). All
of them have in common characteristics such as to
be firmly rooted in copyright; to communicate the
licence terms/permission, not their enforcements;
and the recognition of need for standardization,
particularly semantics webs. They differ in the
following characteristics: are sectorial or general;
are machine-to-person or machine-to-machine; are
commercial or non commercial; and they provide
full licences or simple permission. These efforts
should be supported by the vendors’ work; they
are responsible for standards implementation.
Additionally, exist copyright clearance services,
such as Rightslink, iCopyight or OZMO, that
facilitate the use of material published online.
The next step that he presented in this context is
Registry for online use. Currently are services
provided by Book Rights Registry, ARROW and
Plus registries. [Diana Restrepo]

The second breakout session that I attended was
‘If you love your content, set it free?’ by Mike Ellis
from Eduserv. He started with a reflection about
the value of the content with a question: Where
does value come from? He answered that traditional business models considered that scarcity
is valuable. But currently the value landscape
changed thanks to the effectiveness of the network.
Networks are getting faster and more ubiquitous,
hidden and scarce content is unpopular. We should
think that the change is in online users: they are
searching information ‘googling’ … they are agile
users that don’t go to source places, are ‘digital
natives’ and think that “free is normal, right?”.
Therefore, it is necessary to think that scale (more
access) is the business model for online economy.
Examples of these models are the music industry
(currently is sold more digital music than CDs in
user-focused model), the newspaper industries
(new methods of spreading information). Other cases
of the free access model are cultural heritage sites
and Flicker commons. The conclusion is that scale
is more important than scarcity, the content is
increasingly important but not where it is consumed.
It includes the use of social networks, semantic models
in pages such as DBpedia or Freebase. The question
is about control and authority. Good example of
reliability is Amazon, where the page includes a
book can have the description made by Amazon,
by the publisher and by the users. [Diana Restrepo]

Breakout 13
All of the breakout sessions listed in the
programme looked really interesting – it wasn’t
easy picking just four! The first session I attended
was Dave Pattern’s session on ‘OPAC 2.0’. He
talked about the current limitations of OPACs (and
outlined a few conspiracy theories – apparently
cataloguing librarians are secretly planning to do
away with OPACs altogether and bring back the
card catalogue!), and suggested some ways to
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make them more engaging and user friendly.
I found this session really inspiring – as both a
student and a librarian, I can sympathize with both
the librarians’ frustration at the students’ apparent
inability to understand the OPAC; and with the
students struggling with an unfriendly, unfamiliar
interface. Pattern’s central argument – that if our
users cannot understand our system, and are
deserting the library for Google and Amazon, then
the fault lies with us, not them – particularly
resonated with me. [Laura Woods]

Breakout 14
The first of these breakout sessions, Michael Jubb’s
‘The Costs of Scholarly communications systems
and how they are met’, covered statistical findings
of the JISC ‘Houghton’ report and similarly the
RIN report. Whilst I had known of the Houghton
report, I was not aware of the RIN report and was
extremely impressed by all the findings (both their
similarities and differences). Consequently Jubb
highlighted a framework of three scenarios expected
in the future, as well as questioning the efficient
and effective information services and resources
provided for in the UK research community,
primarily the focus was on cost savings from print
to e-only. Fundamentally the volumes of cost
savings within this transition and subsequent
change are not to be sneered at, and whilst libraries
and publishers only constitute a small cost amount
they are the pivotal cornerstone in producing
research. [Laura Marulanda-Carter]
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have responsibility in my workplace for collating
the COUNTER statistics, I thought this would be
useful to give me a better idea of the standards
development. The session began with an overview
of the developments to date, then went on to talk
about current developments and future challenges.
It was useful to see the range of data that project
COUNTER covers, as I only deal with the JR1 reports
at City. Shepherd talked about current initiatives,
for example to allow reports of article-level usage.
He talked about previous concerns that this would
produce reports that were too massive and
unwieldy to be useful (which, admittedly, was my
first thought!), but that this could be more practical
using XML-based reports. [Laura Woods]

Breakout 18
In ‘The evolving role of the institutional repository
in promoting library research support’, Garret
McMahon and Jessica Eustace presented several
aspects of Trinity College’s Institutional Repository,
the former presenting slightly more technical
aspects of the IR, the latter giving a detailed account
of her role in supporting Trinty College’s principle
investigators in using the IR. Such support varies
from giving one-to-one Endnote training to how to
deposit archives in the IR, and Eustace emphasized
how important it has been for her to go and meet
and train the researchers in their labs, and that
such library outreach has not only facilitated the
promotion of the IR itself, but has in many instances
fomented a real link between the researchers and
library services in general. [Chloe Furnival]

Breakout 16
The underlying theme was to show that ‘you get
what you pay for’ stands true in publishers creating
websites. Atypon believe that publishers require a
relationship with their consumers so they provide
an invisible solution. Atypon deliver some highly
innovative and creative methods for electronic
journal space and showed both cutting-edge new
sites and compared them to some basic, old and
dated sites, to emphasize the need for investment.
A compelling presentation with lots of different
tools to keep users interactive on publishers
websites; from a user perspective I would
recommend these tools as an active method to
keep users, students like me, on their site. [Laura
Marulanda-Carter]

Breakout 17
The third breakout session I attended was Peter
Shepherd’s talk on ‘COUNTER in context’. As I
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Breakout 23
My final breakout session also focused on this
explosion of research data. Entitled ‘Reliable
management and curation of research data’, this
session outlined the work of the UK Research Data
Service (UKRDS) in its attempts to introduce consistent data management plans across higher
education research. I am particularly grateful to
John Milner for running the session despite me
being the only member of the audience! The
presentation therefore became more of a discussion in which John explained UKRDS’ new model
for standardizing research data management and
making this easily accessible to researchers
throughout the research community. I was also
pleased to air my questions about research
development directly to John, which has made me
more aware of an area I previously knew little
about. [David Brown]
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Breakout 26
Toby Green shows off a range of visualization tools
to produce a collection of datasets from twodimensional to three-dimensional data cubes. The
challenge is to connect datasets, and the idea is to
use the same system to connect books and
journals. This was new to me as a student, but
the benefits were clearly provided and included
several demonstrations that were extremely useful
in order to capture data through visual presentation. I learnt some great techniques and useful
tools to deal with my own data in the future. [Laura
Marulanda-Carter]

The Exhibition
The exhibition was fantastic, and lots of time over
the three days was given to visiting the exhibition
stands, mostly made up of publishers. As a student
it was fantastic listening to what each company
offers and specializes in. I had the opportunity for
some time to spend with Susan from Abertay
Dundee University to see what a librarian looks for
from exhibition stands and the different companies.
Whilst they mostly were selling their products and
services (and I did get to hear some wonderful
sales pitches), they were very welcoming and
happy to help with questions, as well as show me
demonstrations of some packages. It was a very
nice bonus to take home a variety of souvenirs and

magazines from the exhibitors. [Laura MarulandaCarter]
The exhibition was a fantastic opportunity to
chat to some of the publishers and vendors, and
find out more about the industry from their
perspective. Most people were very happy to talk
to us about what they did (although one or two did
seem slightly disappointed that they couldn’t sell
us anything…). I managed to gather some useful
information for my coursework as well, particularly from Biomed’s Open Repository project –
I am working on an essay on open access
repositories at the moment, so the information
they gave me should come in useful. I also had
a really good chat with Sue Hill of Sue Hill
recruitment – and got a very nice Wordle mug
from her too! [Laura Woods]
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Conferring over some
fiendishly tricky quiz
questions. (Try yourself:
rounds 2 and 4 are in
this issue!)

Below:The eponymous
‘Numero Uno’ quiz
team celebrating
their win

Social events
I thoroughly enjoyed the tremendous social events
at this year’s conference, all of which were a
relaxing and sociable complement to each day’s
proceedings. I particularly enjoyed Monday evening’s legendary UKSG quiz. Of course I had been
warned that the quiz would be difficult, but
nothing prepared me for just how little use my
knowledge would be! Nevertheless, I had a
wonderful time with the other members of my
quiz team, which turned the quiz into a great
opportunity to make some more contacts, if not
win prizes!
The food and drink for each evening were
delicious, and each meal was perfectly organized
by the dining staff – no small task when catering
for more than 700 hungry librarians and publishers! The scale of the events was immense, and I
do not think I will eat as well for some time to
come! I also enjoyed the opportunity to visit the
newly reopened Torre Abbey located near the
Riviera Centre. The whistle-stop tour of the abbey
was full of historical interest and really illuminated
the history of the Torquay area. Overall there were
some wonderful events making for a great mixture
of work and play (and a bit of live music). [David
Brown]

Feeding the 700 in style
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I enjoyed all the social events programmed.
I had the opportunity to interact with people in
warm environments thanks to nice food and drink,
making the experience unforgettable. I participated
in all the activities that included the excellent visit
to the Abbey and the quiz. (I feel ashamed with
this last one, my poor knowledge about British
literature and cultural context was not helpful
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for my table). A special mention should have the
music and dance, as Latin-American I love to
dance, and it is great to mention that I did it
listening to excellent live music and good DJs. I
found that the social events were a great opportunity to exchange with the other students; to
compare our notes and points of views about the
Conference. [Diana Restrepo]

Top:The Forum
stunningly decorated
for the ‘Bella Italia’
evening

Left: Drinks reception
in Torre Abbey
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Entering into the spirit
of the ‘Going Green’
theme on Tuesday
evening

Closing comments
I cannot thank UKSG enough for giving me the
opportunity to attend this year’s conference. I am
sure I am not alone in my enjoyment of the event,
which I would undoubtedly not have been able to
attend without the generous student bursary. I felt
very welcome throughout the conference and was
happily greeted by organizers and speakers alike.
The knowledge and contacts I take from the
conference will be indispensable as I move forward
in my library career, not to mention give me ample
food for thought in my coursework. Despite the
slight cautionary note of this year’s conference, I
will take away a great deal of excitement and
passion about the profession, which I am certain
will serve me well in the future. Thank you, UKSG!
[David Brown]
I had a fantastic time at the conference. The
three days in Torquay were inspiring, stimulating –
and absolutely exhausting! I’m also really glad I
volunteered to contribute to the LiveSerials blog:
although I didn’t manage to post as much as I

wanted to (and never actually made it to ‘Blogger’s
Corner’), I found that constructing my own blog
posts and looking at what others had posted really
helped focus my thoughts. It was also useful to
follow the #UKSG09 Twitter stream: I didn’t do
any live Twittering myself, as I found it too difficult
to takes notes for myself and Twitter at the same
time, but it was good to look through everyone
else’s thoughts on the presentations. I’m so grateful
to have had the opportunity to attend an event like
this, and would like to thank UKSG for this
experience. I’ve returned to work and study full of
new ideas and feeling really positive about the
profession as a whole. [Laura Woods]
In conclusion, as a firm believer in continued
professional development in order to keep pace
with new knowledge developments, my attendance
at this conference provided an excellent learning
opportunity to help maintain currency in the latest
trends and developments in an evolving knowledge landscape. I enjoyed every nanosecond of it.
[Maud Conry]

All photography by Pyramid Torbay apart from the photo of Claire Duddy’s presentation, which is reproduced by
kind permission of Dave Pattern

The 33rd UKSG Conference will be held in Edinburgh from 12–14 April 2010
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